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Abstract
Most Americans’ idea of Route 66 is misinformed. The collective memory of the
iconic highway was built on the existing problematic image of the American West,
shaped by early Route 66 boosters, and perpetuated through popular media and amateur
preservationists, all of whom stood to benefit from a selective, marketable version of the
highway’s past. The gaps left by these promotional revisions are indicative of problems
with the transmission of collective memory on a larger scale, in which elements of
history that do not align with the desired image are softened or removed. The sense of
continuity and shared identity created by collective memory gives an unbalanced
proportion of privilege and power to those it represents. Thus, groups excluded from the
accepted narrative face a similar displacement from the group’s collective identity and
decreased influence within the community.
This thesis examines expanded historical narratives and fills in gaps in the
collective memory, correcting the flawed understanding most Americans have about
Route 66. National Register of Historic Places nominations for sites along Route 66
provide a lot of insight into these overlooked histories, but still lack the stories of people
excluded from nominated sites and those of sites that were never nominated, meaning
that even this improved Route 66 history is still incomplete. Correcting the popular
misunderstanding perpetuated in the collective memory through the information found in
sources like the National Register nominations, those whose history has been ignored or
altered might regain the authority that representation provides.
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Introduction1
…vacationers began exploring [Route 66’s] reaches when a gallon of gasoline
was still less than the speed limit. Driving bullet-nosed Studebakers, they sought
out an America where a cave or a rattlesnake ranch was about as much Disney
World as one family could handle in a day. […] Over the years, “Progress” had
done to Route 66 what lawnmowers do to garter snakes… but preservation efforts
are saving the Route!
—Rod Harsh, Route 66 Chamber of Commerce, 2021
The misleadingly named “Route 66 Chamber of Commerce” is a geocities-style,
exclamation-mark-heavy labor of love created by one man—Rod Harsh—who announces
at the top of his website that, at “100+ Pages makes this the largest Route 66 website in

1
American writer James Agee introduced the concept of roadside commerce—a key player in the
history of Route 66—in a 1934 Fortune magazine article titled “The American Roadside,” (from James
Agee: Selected Journalism ed. Paul Ashdown (Knoxville: University of Tennessee Press, 1985)). The
growth of the automobile industry created demand for businesses that would cater to motorists like service
stations and lodging, and Agee’s article shows that those businesses have been analyzed since their
inception. Michael Wallis is considered the preeminent expert on the history of Route 66 and his book,
Route 66: The Mother Road (1990; repr. New York: St. Martin’s Press, 2001) is one of the most commonly
cited sources in other writing about the highway. In her books Route 66: The Highway and Its People
(Norman, OK: University of Oklahoma Press, 1990) and Father of Route 66: The Story of Cy Avery
(Norman, OK: University of Oklahoma Press, 2014), journalist Susan Croce Kelly offers an analysis of the
highway that uses a similarly emotional tone, elevating the subject matter to the heights of folklore. Other
comparable popular works by informed Route 66 enthusiasts include Russell A. Olsen’s Route 66 Lost &
Found: Mother Road Ruins and Relics—The Ultimate Collection (Hull, Gatineau, Canada: Voyageur Press,
2011) and Route 66: A Guide to the Weird, Wonderful, and Obscure (St. Louis, MO: Reedy Press, 2017) by
Jim Ross and Shellee Graham. In his 2001 book Hip to the Trip: A Cultural History of Route 66
(Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 2001), Peter B. Dedek offers a more academic explanation
of how the history of Route 66 reflects the broader course of American Pop culture. Arthur Krim and Denis
Wood construct another cultural analysis in their 2005 publication Route 66: Iconography of the American
Highway (Santa Fe, NM: Center for American Places, 2005). Instead of using Route 66 as a passive
indicator of larger trends like Dedek, Krim and Wood show how Route 66 actively influenced popular
culture. In 2007, J.N. Nodelman wrote “Reading Route 66,” (in The Journal of American Culture 30, no. 2
(2007): 165-73), which introduces the question of authenticity into the cultural discussion of Route 66. In
his 2010 essay “Two Roads Diverge: Route 66, ‘Route 66,’ and the Mediation of American Ruin,” (in
Critical Studies in Media Communication, 27, no. 1 (2010): 67-83), Wood argues that the exploitation of
the nostalgic public memory of Route 66 for commercial purposes has led to an increasingly homogenized,
inauthentic version of the past, creating an endless cycle of sanding down the historical edges that do not fit
into the emerging brand. John Jakle and Keith A. Sculle discuss the unique challenges to the preservation
of intentionally ephemeral roadside structures like the lack of centralized location and the dismissal of
roadside structures as historically insignificant in their 2011 book Remembering Roadside America:
Preserving the Recent Past as Landscape and Place (Knoxville: University of Tennessee Press, 2011).
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the world!” The aim of Harsh’s endeavor is to “…provide our visitors with information to
help them plan an adventure on the Historic Mother Road of America,” reminding the
reader that “It’s the “Real” America! […] It’s still “AMERICA’S” Highway!” Harsh
offers visitors to his website a passionately lopsided history of the iconic highway that
mostly focuses on midcentury family road trips. The details that do not align with
Harsh’s wholesome nostalgia are either mentioned briefly or omitted entirely. For
example, he writes that depression era migrants “…followed the Mother Road, searching
for hope out the windshield while watching despair grow smaller in the rearview mirror,”
leaving out the depth of the new despair that awaited them in California, where the
promised work was scarce and exploitative. His take on postwar travel described in the
epitaph above is also predictably askew and obstinate. The resource Harsh has created
enthusiastically presents the wholesome, family road trip version of Route 66, giving its
visitors a hefty dose of romantic reflection while ignoring elements that fall outside of the
period during which the highway was functional or the experiences of those excluded
from his personal image of Route 66.2
Many Americans share Rod Harsh’s narrow ideas about Route 66 history. Those
in charge of the highway’s planning intentionally crafted its wistful idealization during its
earliest stages. Route 66 became a marketing tool whose symbolism varied as needed and
often contradicted itself. From the time the highway was officially designated in 1926
until its final section was bypassed by newer, more efficient interstates in 1985, the
mythical narrative created by early boosters had been refined and transmitted through
literature, film, and preservation groups into the general American consciousness. The

Rod Harsh, “Promoting Route 66, the Longest Attraction in America!,” Route 66 Chamber of
Commerce, 2021. https://R66.homestead.com/.
2
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phenomenon demonstrated by the shaping of the public’s understanding of Route 66 is
often referred to as collective memory, a sociological term established by Maurice
Halbwachs to describe a group’s recollection of its shared past. Elements that do not
support the group’s goals or image of itself are disregarded in order to strengthen the
bonds between its members and create a clearer distinction between those inside its
boundaries and those who fall outside. Because of its role in the group’s identity,
collective memory often becomes sacred to members.3
Today, each of the eight states through which Route 66 passes has its own historic
association dedicated to the highway with the goals of preserving Route 66’s history and
encouraging tourism revenue. The websites for these historic associations uphold the
tradition of weighted rhetoric (referring to the highway by the nickname “The Mother
Road,” for example) and accept as objective fact the idea that Route 66 is the “heart and
soul of America.” These groups aim to educate the curious about efforts to preserve and
commemorate Route 66, offer travel itineraries, and raise money through the sale of
themed merchandise and donations. There are also conferences, festivals, and meetings
for those with more than the standard tourist’s passing interest. Throughout its history,
the active efforts to share Route 66’s history have come from groups with vested (and

3
George Lipsitz claims that communities form their identities based on their collective memories
in Time Passages: Collective Memory and American Popular Culture (Minneapolis: University of
Minnesota Press, 1990). Alison Landsberg’s Prosthetic Memory: The Transformation of American
Remembrance in the Age of Mass Culture (New York: Columbia University Press, 2004) argues that
popular media like television and film play a significant role in shaping collective memory. Many historical
concepts (like Route 66 or the Civil War, which will be discussed in Chapter 1 of this thesis) are presented
to the public in a polished, revised manner to meet the agenda of the group presenting that version. Erica
Avrami edited Preservation and Social Inclusion (New York: Columbia University Press, 2020), which
illustrates the importance of more accurate and thoroughly representative dissemination of history. The
selective nature of the field of preservation tends to exclude considerable portions of the past. Maurice
Halbwachs, On Collective Memory, edited and translated by Lewis A. Coser, (Chicago: University of
Chicago Press, 1992), 22.
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often interwoven) financial and emotional interests, leading to an inevitable partiality in
the information they have contributed to the collective memory of the highway.4
Over a hundred sites along Route 66 have been nominated for inclusion on the
National Register of Historic Places, which is the National Park Service’s listing of
historic locations deemed worthy of preservation based on their nomination by interested
parties on a local level. The National Register of Historic Places was established by the
National Historic Preservation Act of 1966 and provides sites included therein with an
honorary designation and, in certain circumstances, tax breaks. A National Register
listing does not, however, protect the listed site from physical alteration or even
demolition at the owner’s whim.
Most of the National Register nominations for sites along Route 66 were
researched and composed by trained professionals whose work collectively comprises a
more comprehensive and inclusive history of the highway than is perpetuated in the
collective memory. When viewed as a whole, these nominations offer insight into areas
of Route 66 history that have traditionally been glossed over or completely ignored. This
thesis examines the expanded historical narratives compiled in the National Register
nominations’ efforts to demonstrate the historical significance of sites and uses that
information to fill in gaps in the collective memory, correcting the flawed understanding
most Americans have about Route 66. This correction replaces details removed due to
their negative impact on the highway’s marketability and restores omitted people and
events to their rightful places in history.

4
“About Us,” California Historic Route 66 Association website, 2021,
https://www.route66ca.org/; “The Mother Road,” Historic Route 66 Association of Arizona website, 2021,
https://www.historic66az.com/; “Kansas Historic Route 66 Association,” Kansas Historic Route 66
Association, 2021, https://kshistoricroute66.com/.
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A number of Route 66 historic sites were recognized in their National Register
nominations as significant based on events that occurred before the 1926 designation of
Route 66. Acknowledging histories from that period dispels the myth encouraged by
depictions in popular media that it sprang forth, fully formed, in some sort of historical
vacuum. The National Register nominations for sites along the famous highway reveal
myriad stories excluded from the highway’s intentionally curated collective memory.
Examples of these omitted histories include those about the relationships between white
settlements and the Native American communities they displaced and attempted to
destroy or assimilate, Civil War battles, and the development of cities and towns along
the country’s early railroad lines. Even those sites whose significance falls within the
years Route 66 was active do not necessarily center their nominations on the highway.
There are also sites whose value is found in architectural design, contribution to the fine
arts, or role in the New Deal and World War II.
Even the addition of information offered by National Register nominations tells
an incomplete history. While the fragmented past of Route 66 sites can be cobbled
together to form a clearer picture of the past, even that picture is still focused on the sites
and structures being nominated, thus it necessarily omits the experiences of individuals
excluded from those places. Two examples of such omissions are the camps used to
detain Japanese Americans during World War II that were located along Route 66 and the
experiences of African American motorists, which diverged significantly from those of
their white counterparts. The sites of Japanese internment and isolation have since been
demolished as part of broader attempts to collectively forget an unflattering chapter of
American history and they are not included in the National Register. Similarly, the

6
experiences of Black travelers during segregation have been omitted from both the
collective memory and most scholarly reconstructions of the history of Route 66 due to
their intentional exclusion from key sites.
Because collective memory shapes the identity of the group by providing
cohesion and stability, those excluded from the shared understanding of the past are
similarly excluded from both the social and political functions of the present and
planning for the future. The sense of continuity provided by collective memory gives
those members who are represented the authority necessary to weigh in on the decisionmaking process. Those with the power to shape collective memory to suit their interests
are able to use that power to create conditions that maintain the status quo that favors
them. Recognizing the toxic nature of versions of history that have been shaped in this
way and actively filling in the gaps will return underrepresented groups to their rightful
places in the shared understanding of America’s past. 5
The following research is organized into three chapters. The first chapter,
“Memory Loss,” defines collective memory and follows the history of scholarship on the
phenomenon. The functions it serves and its negative consequences are discussed, as well
as some of its many means of transmission. Chapter two, “How to Make an American
Icon,” applies the social construct of collective memory and its implications to the history
of Route 66, arguably the most well-known highway in the United States. The
development and transmission of the popular understanding of the famous highway is
explained, including promotional efforts by its early boosters, depiction in literature and

5

Halbwachs, On Collective Memory, 182; Landsberg, Prosthetic Memory, 4, 7-8; Araujo, Slavery
in the Age of Memory, 1.
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film, and the activities of modern amateur preservationists and historians. Finally, the
third chapter, “The Big Reveal,” utilizes the information from National Register
Nominations to correct the flaws and omissions in that pervasive collective memory.
Returning the stories that took place prior to the highway’s designation and those that fell
outside the promotional popular image to their proper place creates a more inclusive
history of Route 66.
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Chapter 1
Memory Loss6

“Certainly, we need history. But our need for history is quite different from that of
the spoiled idler in the garden of knowledge […] We require history for life and
action, not for the smug avoiding of life and action, or even to whitewash a selfish
life and cowardly, bad acts.”
—Friedrich Nietzsche, On the Advantage and Disadvantage of History for Life

The idea that memory is fallible is not a new one. Over 2,000 years ago, Greek
philosophers Plato (427-347 BCE) and Aristotle (384-322 BCE) contemplated the nature
of man’s ability to recollect that which they could no longer directly observe. Memory
analysis has been a consistent pillar of philosophy ever since, with significant
contributions by most of the field’s heavy hitters including Saint Augustine of Hippo in
the fourth century, John Locke during the Age of Enlightenment, and both Frederich
Nietzsche and Sigmund Freud in the late nineteenth century. The concept of memory as a

6

In addition to the sources cited here, other notable contributions to the scholarship on collective
memory include the study “Generations and Collective Memory” conducted by Howard Schuman and
Jacqueline Scott (in American Sociological Review 54, no. 3 (1989): 359-81) that analyzed the patterns by
which memories of socially significant events are formed; In “Collective Memory: Conceptual Foundations
and Theoretical Approaches” (in Memory (Hove) 16, no. 3 (2008):318-26) J.V. Wertsch and H.L.
Roedinger explore the disparities between shared memories and historical events; and C.B. Stone’s
“Toward a Science of Silence: The Consequences of Leaving a Memory Unsaid” (in Perspectives on
Psychological Science 7, no. 1 (2012): 39-53) analyzes the impact of those parts of history that are left out
of the collective memory.
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social phenomenon—a shared experience—instead of an exclusively personal one is a
more recent development.7
From the 1920s to the 1940s, French sociologist Maurice Halbwachs developed
and popularized the term “collective memory,” which he defined as a social construct in
which members of groups recollect the past through the framework of that group. Even
though the literal act of remembering is still taking place within each individual, “…the
collective memory endures and draws strength from its base in a coherent body of
people,” i.e., the group. Because it is socially constructed and dependent on a shared
experience, Halbwachs argued that there are as many different collective memories as
there are circumstances for multiple people to gather—like families, labor unions,
nations, political parties, and religious groups, meaning that the phenomenon of
collective memory is culturally specific. Each distinct group has its own unique collective
memory that serves its own interests.8
Historical memory, according to Halbwachs, is a manifestation of collective
memory in which social institutions disseminate a contrived story about their own past
from one generation to the next through ritual or record. By reading, listening to, or
recreating past events through ceremony, group members absorb a version of history that

7
Plato, Phaedo (New York: Cambridge University Press, 1955); David Bloch, Aristotle on
Memory and Recollection: Text, Translation, Interpretation, and Reception in Western Scholasticism
(Boston: BRILL, 2007); Saint Augustine, The Works of St Augustine, trans. Maria Boulding, ed. John E.
Rotelle. (Hyde Park, NY: New City Press, 1997); The Philosophy of Locke in Extracts from The Essay
Concerning Human Understanding, ed. John E. Russell, A.M. (New York: Henry Holt & Co, 1891);
Friedrich Nietzsche, On the Advantage and Disadvantage of History for Life (1874; repr., Indianapolis,
INM: Hacket Publishing Co., 1980); Sigmund Freud, Remembering, Repeating, & Working-through:
Further Recommendations in the Technique of Psychoanalysis II (New York: Basic Books, 1914).
8
Halbwachs, On Collective Memory, 22; Ana Lucia Araujo, Slavery in the Age of Memory:
Engaging the Past (United Kingdom: Bloomsbury Academic Press, 2020), 1; Landsberg, Prosthetic
Memory, 7-8.
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they then interpret through the lens of their own present circumstances. In addition to that
present-centered framework, recollection is generally undertaken as a means of
addressing some current problem or question. Because it is impossible to disengage one’s
cognition from the conditions that shaped them (the present), the relationship between a
group’s contemporary concerns and collective memory are likewise inseparable. In
Halbwachs words, “In each period society in fact foregrounds those activities that are of
greatest interest and importance to it,” which is to say that this indivisible relationship
leads to unavoidably unbalanced perspective that explains the phenomenon of one event
producing different memories based on the perspective of participants.9

Means of Transmission
Collective memory spreads through various methods from members of the
established group to those who are uninitiated—both outsiders and new generations of
insiders. The group’s official story can be dispersed in informal family storytelling,
through popular media like literature and film, or in reenactment rituals performed by
religious, military, or social groups, where participants fill in the roles of historical
figures and vicariously experience past events. This short list is obviously a partial one,
as are the following elaborations, because any way someone might communicate official
ideas about a group’s past qualifies as a means of collective memory transmission, and it
would be impossible to confine those myriad possibilities into a single concrete list.10
The term “historical memory” in this context should not be confused with the practice of trained
historians, often referred to as “historical reconstruction,” which involves the critical analysis of direct
evidence from historical events. Paul Connerton, How Societies Remember (New York: Cambridge
University Press, 1989), 13, 20; Halbwachs, On Collective Memory, 25, 38, 136.
9

10

Landsberg, Prosthetic Memory, 26, 33.
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Film
The power of the motion picture over social consciousness was apparent from the
origin of the medium. Early reformers feared that movies would lead to the “dissolution
of social values, particularly among middle- and working-class viewers of movies (…)
because of the cinema’s ability to speak in pictures and because of its novel mode of
reception, it had (…) the capacity to affect people, to shape how they thought and acted
in the world.” In 1930, the already long-standing concerns about the impact movies had
over the public were expressed in the Motion Picture Production Code, more commonly
referred to as the Hays Code, a body of guidelines that defined appropriate content for
Hollywood films.
Chapter two of this thesis discusses the role of cinema in shaping the specific
collective memory of Route 66, but the medium’s influence can be seen in the public
reception other films. For example, D.W. Griffith’s 1915 film Birth of a Nation provided
audiences with a pro-Confederate understanding of the Civil War and Reconstruction,
depicting freed slaves as a threat to civilized (read: white) society and celebrating the
founding of the Klu Klux Klan. Then-president Woodrow Wilson even hosted a
screening of Birth of a Nation at the White House with Griffith in attendance. Griffith
later commented that he “…was gratified when a man we all revere, or ought to, said it
teaches history by lightning.” Though it is unclear whether or not these were the
president’s actual words, the sentiment was supported by Wilson’s own writing, portions
of which were in the film’s title cards:
…Adventurers swarmed out of the North, as much the enemies of the one race as
of the other, to cozen, beguile, and use the negroes… In the villages the negroes
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were the office holders, men who knew none of the uses of authority, except its
insolences […] The policy of the congressional leaders wrought… a veritable
overthrow of civilization in the South… in their determination to ‘put the white
South under the heel of the black South. […] The white men were roused by a
mere instinct of self-preservation… until at last there had sprung into existence a
great Ku Klux Klan, a veritable empire of the South, to protect the Southern
country.
As the leader of the country, even Wilson’s implied endorsement of a film in which
racially motivated violence was depicted as heroic sent a strong message about the values
of the United States.11
The Hays Code opens by clarifying that “…though regarding motion pictures
primarily as entertainment without any explicit purpose of teaching or propaganda, they
know that the motion picture within its own field of entertainment may be directly
responsible for the spiritual or moral progress, for higher types of social life, and for
much correct thinking.” This statement shows that the film industry recognized the power
of film to influence audience members’ thoughts and behavior. Among its guiding
principles the Hays code includes the prohibition of depicting sympathetic criminals,
“low forms of sex,” ridicule of any religious faith, and suggestive dancing. The code
contained three separate sections titled “Vulgarity,” “Obscenity,” and “Profanity,” which
emphasized the goal of minimizing offensive content. The potential for cinema to sway
political opinion is implied by section ten, “National Feelings,” in which filmmakers are

11

The ahistorical version of Civil War history presented by Birth of a Nation, was informed by an
ideology called the Lost Cause ideology, which will be discussed in greater detail later in this chapter. The
film was based on a novel called The Clansmen that was written by Baptist minister Thomas Dixon with
the express goal of informing the American public of the imminent threat that he believed African
Americans posed. Mark E. Benbow, “Birth of a Quotation: Woodrow Wilson and ‘Like Writing History
with Lightning,’” The Journal of the Gilded Age and Progressive Era 9, no. 4 (2010): 513, 515; Birth of a
Nation, directed by D.W. Griffith (David W. Griffith Corp., 1915); Landsberg, Prosthetic Memory (2004),
55; Leon F. Litwack, “Birth of a Nation,” in Past Imperfect: History According to the Movies, ed. Mark C.
Carnes (New York: Henry Holt & Co., 1995), 138-41.
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informed that “[t]he use of the Flag shall be consistently respectful” and “The history,
institutions, prominent people and citizenry of other nations shall be represented fairly.”
It is notable that the protected histories are only those of “other nations,” with no mention
of how the history of the United States might be handled and that the representation was
to be fair instead of accurate. It is unclear whether U.S. history was intentionally omitted,
but a likely possibility is that its positive depiction was assumed. Films made both during
the Hays Code era and since it became obsolete have taken great liberty with the
depiction of American History. 12
In 1995, historian Catherine Clinton proclaimed another Civil War movie, Gone
with the Wind, to be “…the most popular American historical film ever made. The single
most influential interpretation of the Civil War in 20th century popular culture, the film
has defined that war for mass audiences.”13 The film’s structure is deceptive, with dates
and historical exposition included to support its credibility. Unfortunately, the film that
shaped public knowledge about the Civil War for generations was rife with problematic
historical inaccuracies, mixing historical facts with Lost Cause tropes and Hollywood
glamorization. Like the 1936 best-selling novel on which it was based, the film

The Hays Code defined inclusion of “low forms of sex” as any recognition or condoning of
adultery, scenes with stimulating displays of passion, depiction of white slavery or relationships between
parties of different races, discussion of venereal diseases, or content related to childbirth, rape, or
seduction. Landsberg, Prosthetic Memory, 27-29; Association of Motion Picture Producers, Inc., and the
Motion Picture Producers & Distributors of America, Inc., 1930, “A Code Regulating Production of
Motion Pictures,” Margaret Herrick Library Digital Collections.
https://digitalcollections.oscars.org/digital/collection/p15759coll11/id/11874/rec/38.
12

Catherine Clinton, “Gone with the Wind,” in Past Imperfect: History According to the Movies,
ed. Mark C. Carnes (New York: Henry Holt & Co., 1995), 132-36.
13
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romanticizes plantation life and slavery. Even at the time of its initial release, the quaint
depiction of enslaved people drew criticism.14

Reenactments
The desire for a visceral understanding of historic events leads some individuals
to compulsive repetition that perpetuates collective memory. The actions performed take
on new meaning and eventually replace the commemorated events in the consciousness
of the group, but the repetitive nature itself provides the desired sense of continuity
through the unbroken tradition. By stepping into a recreated past, participants attempt to
connect directly to the lived experience of past members of the group but end up
distancing themselves from history in a symbolic space. The participation in symbolic
recreations of past events serves more as a reminder of a group’s identity than a lesson in
history.15
The Christian and Jewish calendars are examples of well-known reenactment
through ritual. The major holidays like Christmas and Passover are commemorations of
important events in each faith’s past—even the structure of the week around the
Sabbath—a holy day of rest, demonstrates the ubiquity of ceremonial reenactment.
Religious rituals from all faiths function as similar vehicles of commemoration, but the
maintenance of historic continuity can be seen in secular settings, as well.16

14

Gone with the Wind, directed by Victor Fleming (Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, 1939); Mathew Paul
Smith, “’Ridiculous Extremes’: Historical Accuracy, Gone with the Wind, and the Role of Beauty in
Plantation Tourism,” Southern Quarterly 55, no. 2 (2018): 171-90.
15

Connerton, How Societies Remember, 70.

16

Halbwachs, On Collective Memory, 88; Connerton, How Societies Remember, 25-26, 45.
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In Minnesota, the longest running Underground Railroad reenactment program
provides as authentic an experience of escaping from slavery a modern consumer could
hope for. Since the 1970s, the Kamau Kambui Circle for Cultural Learning has offered
“…an exceptional and many times life changing experiential learning program,
particularly for African Americans to understand and learn about their roots.” After an
orientation lecture supported by dramatic vignettes about slavery, participants are
blindfolded and led into the dark forest. Throughout the night, actors in various roles give
chase, offer or ask for assistance, and portray historical figures like Harriet Tubman and
Lucretia Mott. Some argue that this type of historical tourism trivializes the experiences it
attempts to recreate. Unlike those who actually attempted to escape slavery, modern
customers who choose to partake can be confident that they will survive the night and
return to their privileged lifestyles in the morning. Others contend that, when done
effectively, reenactments traumatize participants instead of educating them, when the line
between pretense and reality becomes blurred in the minds of those playing both
oppressors and oppressed.17

17
Julian Lucas, “Can Slavery Reenactments Set Us Free?,” New Yorker, (February, 2020);
“Underground Railroad 651-705-0208,” Kamau Kambui Circle for Cultural Learning, 2020,
http://www.kamau.org/; Craig Haney and Philip G. Zimbardo, “The Socialization into Criminality: On
Becoming a Prisoner and a Guard,” in Law, Justice, and the Individual in Society: Psychological and Legal
Issues, ed. June Louin Tapp and Felice J. Levine (New York: Holt, Rinehart, and Winston, 1977), 198-223.
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Holidays
The commemorative celebration of religious or historical events demonstrates
how meaning can be changed or lost over time in the transmission of collective memory
from one generation of a participating group to the next. One well-known illustration of
an enduring, though incorrect image of the past is the American Thanksgiving holiday.
There is only a single surviving firsthand account of the event that has traditionally
served as the basis for modern celebrations. In a letter to a friend, English colonist
Edward Winslow recounts:
one harvest being gotten in, our Governour sent foure men on fowlle, that so we
might after a more speciall manner reioyce together, after we had gathered the
fruit of our labours they in one day killed as much fowle, as with a beside, serued
the Company almost a weeke, at which time amongst Recreations, we exercised
our Armes, many of the Indians coming amongst vs, and amongst the rest their
greatest King Massassoyt, with some nintie men, whom for three dayes we
entertained and feasted and they went out and killed fiue Deere, which they
brought to the Plantation and bestowed on our Governour, and vpon the Captaine,
and others.18
Instead of echoing the soothing Norman Rockwell ideal of a traditional meal with a
reunited extended family followed by an afternoon of televised professional football and
naps, the 1621 feast was the result the Wampanoag tribe responding to possible sounds of
distress and then partying with the colonists for three days. The Pilgrims themselves

The original spelling from Winslow’s letter has been preserved here; Edward Winslow, “A
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worth of that Plantation; As also certaine vsefull Directions for such as intend a VOYAGE into those Parts,”
from A Relation or Iournall of the Beginning and Proceedings of the English Plantation Setled at Plimoth
in New England, by Certaine English Aduenturers Both Merchants and Others by William Bradford
(London: J. Dawson for Iohn Bellamie 1622), 61.
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would not have referred to these festivities as a Thanksgiving—a practice which would
have included fasting and reflection—but as a Rejoicing instead.19
The American holiday and traditions that came to be associated with it emerged
over time, beginning in 1789 when President George Washington proclaimed it a national
holiday. Note that this proclamation occurred 168 years after the events described by
Edward Winslow, meaning that there was no regularly observed tribute in the colonies
before or after their union for over a century. Washington’s decree was not meant to
create a commemorative holiday,
but to reserve “…a day of public
thanksgiving and prayer to be
observed by acknowledging with
grateful hearts the many signal
favors of Almighty God
especially by affording them an
opportunity peaceably to establish
a form of government for their
safety and happiness.” He did not
mention the English colonists and
their three-day bender with the

Figure 1: Norman Rockwell's Freedom from Want
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Wampanoags, nor did he suggest any of the trappings of modern Thanksgiving
celebrations.20
When President Abraham Lincoln established a concrete date (the fourth
Thursday in November) for the national “…Day of Thanksgiving and Praise to our
beneficent Father who dwelleth in the heavens,” he also made no mention of the
Plymouth shindig, choosing to focus instead on the ravages of the war that was currently
raging:
…I recommend to them that, while offering up the ascriptions justly due to Him
for such singular deliverances and blessings, they do also, with humble penitence
for our national perverseness and disobedience, commend to His tender care all
those who have become widows, orphans, mourners, or sufferers in the
lamentable civil strife in which we are unavoidably engaged, and fervently
implore the interposition of the Almighty hand to heal the wounds of the nation,
and to restore it, as soon as may be consistent with the Divine purposes, to the full
enjoyment of peace, harmony, tranquility, and union.21

In 1841, the Reverend Alexander Young published Edward Winslow’s letter in
his collection of colonial documents titled Chronicles of the Pilgrim Fathers of the
Colony of Plymouth. In a brief footnote to the letter, he announces, “This was the first
Thanksgiving, the harvest festival of New England,” connecting the 1621 “rejoicing”
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event described by Winslow with annual harvest festivals under the title Thanksgiving for
the first time. The rituals and traditions most often associated with the holiday did not
emerge until after the Civil War and later gained popularity in response to immigration
fears. The idealization of a fabricated meal shared between the pilgrims (who symbolized
the key founding values of whiteness and Protestantism) and the Wampanoag people
(who symbolized “otherness,” ironically playing them on the “foreign” side of concerns
about outsiders) alleviated any potential guilt about prejudice against those attempting to
make a new home in the United States. According to the Thanksgiving myth, everything
had always been harmonious, tolerant, and wholesome. Any disruptions were being
caused from outside the collective.22

The Pros and Cons of Collective Memory
Cohesion
Collective memory is not simply an expansion of an individual’s capacity for
literal recall. Halbwachs frames collective memory as applicable to groups that have a
“natural connection” through either geography or shared beliefs. The transmission of a
group’s understanding of their own history and what it meant to them gives them a sense
of shared identity that is dependent on a sense of continuity over time, meaning that
collective memory serves two vital social needs inherent to the human experience: unity
and stability. While it does serve an imperative social bonding function, collective
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memory has several key drawbacks, namely the faulty nature of remembering, the neglect
of nonconforming perspectives, and the misconception that what is remembered is
objective fact.23

Confusion
The weaknesses inherent in even the narrow, individual definition of
remembering have been recognized since the earliest days of humanity’s self-reflection.
Aristotle noted the tendency to confuse an objective memory with symbolic meaning
when he said “…occasionally it happens that we come to think and recollect that we have
heard or seen something earlier, and this is what happens when contemplating something
as something itself, you make a switch and contemplate it as a representation of
something else.” Halbwachs described the tendency of idealizing memory:
…all people (depending, of course on their age, temperament, etc.) instinctively
adopt in regard to times past the attitude of the Greek philosophers who put the
golden age not at the end of the world, but at its beginning. […] There is a kind of
retrospective mirage by which a great number of us persuade ourselves that the
world of today has less color and is less interesting than it was in the past, in
particular regarding our childhood and youth…
The way that a particular group understands the figures and events of their own
past is sometimes similarly at odds with the historical record. When a shared recollection
of the past has been separated from direct experience by time, physical distance, and the
preferences of those who shaped it, the tendency described by Aristotle becomes more
pronounced and the line between history and the meaning that has been assigned to it
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disappears. The overlap between actual event and symbolic meaning becomes even more
convoluted when the element of an idealized past described by Halbwachs is introduced
into the mix.24
In her book, Prosthetic Memory: The Transformation of American Remembrance
in the Age of Mass Culture, memory studies scholar Alison Landsberg explains the
impact that mass media and new technologies have had on the way collective memory is
shaped and transmitted. Regarding the emergence of film, she argues that “…new
technologies of reproduction threatened to dissolve the difference—or an individual’s
ability to discern the difference—between ‘authentic’ and mass-mediated memories,
between individual and collective memories.” In other words, media has increased the
confusion between Aristotle’s thing in itself and what that thing represents.25

Control
Another drawback to collective memory is its omission of any perspective that
does not align with the principles of those shaping it. Those with the power to shape
collective memory to best validate their perception of the established group identity will
disregard the people, events, and values that fall outside of that ideal. Selective
representations of past events allow those at the helm to define morality for the group by
spotlighting the events and people that represent the values they wish to promote while
minimizing the risk of division by removing potentially disruptive elements. By crafting
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collective memory to define the identity of the group, those in power ensure conditions
that perpetuate the established hierarchy, creating a self-perpetuating cycle.26
That curation of history leaves gaps where undesirable details have been excised.
When one is excluded from the widely accepted version of history, one is also excluded
from culture, so minority groups not represented in the popular consensus on past events
and their significance are similarly barred from actively participating in the group’s
present and planning for the future. Public manifestations of collective memory are
likewise selective, demonstrating through monuments, public space names, community
events, and media representation which members of the group qualify as acceptable
representation. When a memorial statue is erected or a building is named, the people in
charge of those spaces are using the person or event commemorated as a symbolic
shorthand for the values they wish to convey.27
Sometimes the details omitted in the name of effectiveness are contextual. Instead
of neglecting specific events or people, collective memory might erase elements that
would make it more difficult for modern members of a group to relate to the intended
message. At least as long ago as the Middle Ages, when artists dressed biblical subjects
in recognizable, contemporary fashions, public understanding of time and, by extension,
history, became skewed. Removing historical events and figures from their own
circumstances creates new, false memories of the past.28
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The idea of the United States as a “melting pot” of cultures was introduced in a
similar attempt to create a homogenized national identity. By absorbing smaller social
groups and smoothing out their unique characteristics, American citizens became a united
front who could then bond over the perceived threat to that unified identity posed by
immigration. Citizens who often had little in common with one another culturally or
economically were able to identify themselves as “insiders” due to their citizenship and,
instead of recognizing traits they shared with immigrants, defined them as “outsiders.”29

Conflict
In addition to confusing concrete memory with symbolism and ignoring the
histories of marginalized members of a group, collective memory is also problematic
through its acceptance by the group as objective historical fact. Because a group’s shared
ideas about the past are so integral to its identity, the introduction of conflicting historical
evidence can feel like a personal attack and is often met with defensiveness. There is no
room for critical debate when one version of past events becomes the unshakable
foundation for a shared identity.
The most obvious and recent example of this defensiveness can be seen in the
attempts to reconcile the commemorative landscape with a more accurate and inclusive
version of history. The prospect of no longer overtly celebrating historical figures
associated with racist philosophies (like supporting slavery, segregation, or eugenics)
through monuments or the naming of public spaces, those groups who benefit most from
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the current state of affairs tend to express their distinct displeasure. This opposition has,
on multiple occasions, even led to violence. Those who resist the shift toward inclusivity
give reasons that fall into predictable categories: shifting emphasis from race to
“honoring history,” expressing ownership of history, and claiming reversed intolerance.
These themes might be expressed as claims of historical erasure, accusations of bending
to liberal trends (e.g., political correctness), or presentation of qualifications (education,
military service, citizenship status, etc.) meant to give added weight to the opinion being
presented.30

Some level of collective memory results whenever people congregate. The
experiences and goals shared by those assembled shape the story they tell about who they
are and what they did. The past becomes sweeter with recollection on an individual level,
but when combined with intentional emphasis on only elements perceived as beneficial, a
group’s collective memory can diverge significantly from the actual events of the past.
Halbwachs reflected on this phenomenon when he asked, “is it not strange then that
society causes the mind to transfigure the past to the point of yearning for it?”31
American collective memory is particularly disconnected from the historical
record, possibly due to the tradition of focusing on progress that can be traced back to the
founders. With a wide variety of different backgrounds and a supposedly shared future,
this fixation on the future leads to a disinterest in a complex past and all the ways it has
created different circumstances for different groups in the present. In recent years, news
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and social media have brought national attention to problematic Confederate monuments.
Increased public awareness of the efforts of activists to present a more inclusive
commemorative landscape has created an opportunity to correct problematic Lost Cause
historical misdirection about the Civil War but has also alerted the field of public history
to the broader need for an ethical inventory of the popular understanding of the past in
general. If the public conception of the Civil War, one of the more consequential topics in
American history, is incorrect, it stands to reason that the popular understanding of other
past events and figures are likewise in need of correction.
As demonstrated by recent conflicts over Civil War history, a misinformed public
can be an obstacle to social progress. The greater the number of people who subscribe to
false views of the past, the more difficult it is to motivate change. The need to reevaluate
whose history is being honored and why is not a new concern for public historians. The
lack of attention paid to the histories of marginalized peoples prevents those neglected
groups from inclusion in the national collective identity. This exclusion, which historians
have often been complicit in perpetuating, has long allowed the white, male experience to
remain the standard.32
The progressive alteration over time of the story of the first Thanksgiving in the
collective consciousness shows that this type of misalignment is not unique to the most
controversial and publicized examples. The following chapters will further demonstrate
the pervasiveness of shared misremembering by applying it to the popular image of U.S.
Highway 66, a stretch of defunct highway that has become an iconic—if, at times,
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contradictory—symbol of Americana. Often referred to as “The Main Street of America,”
Route 66 has inspired literature, music, film, and even branding of manufactured goods
like jeans and cigarettes, but the all-American values the old road embodies are not
necessarily an accurate representation of its history.
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Chapter 2
How to Make an American Icon33

The legal documents that established the U.S. 66 Highway Association in 1927
sang passionate praises for a road that was not even completely paved at the time:
The Association is formed to promote the early completion and secure permanent
maintenance of U.S. Highway No. 66 between Chicago and Los Angeles,
commonly called “the main street of America" and to encourage the people at
large to use the same, it being the shortest and most direct route between the Great
Lakes and the Pacific coast, traversing as it does the prairies of Illinois, the scenic
beauties of the Missouri Ozark Region, the lead and zinc section of the JoplinMiami district, the oil fields of Oklahoma and the Texas panhandle, the south foot
hills of the Rocky Mountains in New Mexico, the Grand Canyon area, Arizona
and Southern California…34
The seductively idyllic mythos of what would become one of the most famous roads in
the United States (or, as some might argue, in the world) was born before the average
American automobile could follow its path uninterrupted from one of its ends to the
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other. Lyrically vague descriptions like those penned by the founding members of the
U.S. 66 Highway Association became an enduring tradition that has shaped the way most
Americans think about the famous highway. This chapter is divided into four sections,
each explaining a different aspect of the creation and perpetuation of the Route 66 myth.
The first section explains the origins of the highway’s popular image; the second
demonstrates how the collective memory of Route 66 has been encouraged through
popular media like music, literature, and film; and the third and fourth sections discuss
how Route 66 commemoration groups and amateur historians still use the exact same
language and methods adopted during the highway’s heyday to promote their causes.
I argue that, over time, the dual image of Route 66 as both a symbol of simple,
wholesome times and one of rebellious exploration that was crafted and refined by
generations of enthusiastic boosterism has ignored or simplified the histories of numerous
groups and places along Route 66 to create a homogenized, abstract concept that closely
resembles early visons for “the Main Street of America.”

Early Promotional Efforts
Cyrus “Cy” Avery was farmer, business owner, and compulsive joiner of clubs
and committees in Tulsa, Oklahoma. As a skilled public speaker with powerful contacts,
Avery became an effective lobbyist for the “Good Roads” movement—a national
campaign for the regulated improvement and maintenance of the inconsistent (and often
hazardous) roadways that had traditionally been left to the discretion private property
owners. The increase in production of affordable cars meant that people were
increasingly concerned with safe and convenient means by which to travel in their newly
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acquired vehicles. By the time the Oklahoma State Department of
Highways was created in 1911, Avery had followed his budding political
ambitions and was appointed to the position of chief county
commissioner. He spent two terms in this role, mainly focusing on
highway construction.
As he climbed the ranks of local, state, and eventually federal
politics, he played vital roles in creating new highway legislation by
participating in countless committees, associations, and campaigns, often
in positions of leadership. He became the state highway commissioner of
Oklahoma in 1923, just in time to influence highway department reform
and establish an official state highway system. Less than two years later,
U.S. Secretary of Agriculture Howard Gore appointed Avery—who had
already earned his reputation as a champion of roadways—to the board
tasked with numbering federal highways. It was in this role that he was
able to make sure that some of the federal highway money designated by
the Federal Highway Act of 1921 would find its way to his home state of
Oklahoma. Avery was able to ensure that the newly designated roadway
incorporated the existing one on which two of Avery’s businesses were
located, thus bringing the fruits of his political efforts directly to his own
doorstep. To procure funding for maintenance and promotion of the
newly designated federal highway, Avery organized the Highway 66
Association with members from all of the Route 66 states. Over time, the
Figure 2: The first ad for U.S.
66 in a 1932 issue of The
Saturday Evening Post

Association continued the promotional trajectory Avery had established at
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the time of its 1927 founding by throwing galas, running ads in magazines, printing
maps, and posting billboards to draw travelers to Route 66 and raise funds. 35
In 1928, publicist Lon Scott proposed a particularly unusual publicity stunt—a
promotional cross-country foot race where the runners would take their marks at one end
of Route 66 in Los Angles, then follow its entire length eastward to its other end in
Chicago. To make the race truly transcontinental, the runners would then continue by
other roads to New York City. Tasked with managing the event, renowned professional
sports promoter C.C. Pyle was certain that the spectacle would draw massive crowds of
onlookers (and their money) to towns and cities along the race’s route. While the foot
race was not quite the overwhelming success that Pyle predicted, it significantly boosted
national recognition of the new roadway.36

Popular Media
The tireless hucksterism of Route 66’s boosters combined with the highway’s very
real role in major American historical events like the Great Depression and the second
World War to create an image of the highway recognizable enough to the general public
to be used as a narrative device in various forms of popular media. Because of its
growing fame, it served as an effective means by which film, television, literature, and
music could give their audiences an immediate understanding of tone and theme with
minimal effort. For instance, Bobby Troup’s hit song “(Get Your Kicks On) Route 66”
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never specifies the explicit meaning of the title’s suggestive “kicks,” but the message of
the 1946 hit was clear, advising listeners planning to “…motor west” to “take the
highway that is best.” Over time, the collective understanding of Route 66 became
increasingly abstract and nostalgic.37

Literature
John Steinbeck is credited with elevating the popular image of Route 66 from slick
promotion in the name of tourism to pillar of the collective American identity with his
1939 novel The Grapes of Wrath. His description of the highway in the context of its role
in the migration of depression-era displaced workers coined one of its most popular and
enduring nicknames, “The Mother Road”:
66 is the path of people in flight, refugees from dust and shrinking land, from the
thunder of tractors and shrinking ownership, from the desert’s slow northward
invasion, from the twisting winds that howl up out of Texas, from the floods that
bring no richness to the land and steal what little richness is there. From all of
these, the people are in flight, and they come into 66 from the tributary side roads,
from the wagon tracks and the rutted country roads. 66 is the mother road, the
road of flight.
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Even in the bleak setting of the Great Depression, famously documented by photographer
Dorothea Lange as part of the Resettlement Administration, Route 66 is framed as a
symbol of promise. The migrants who fled their homes in search of work imagined
California as a haven where, when
they arrived, they would find
freedom and independence in the
simple act of providing for
themselves and their loved ones.
When the surviving members of
the novel’s Joad family finally
reach their desperately anticipated
destination, they find that their
hopes had been pinned on an
empty illusion. The scarce work
that was available was grueling and

Figure 3: Dorothea Lange's famous photograph of migrant Florence
Thompson with three of her seven children

exploitative. 38
Though the journey featured in On the Road includes much more sex and drug
use than the one partaken in Grapes of Wrath, both journeys utilize road travel and Route
66 as symbols of community, promise, and freedom. Like Steinbeck, Jack Kerouac used
Route 66 as one of the key backdrops of his novel On the Road, written in 1957. Similar
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to Steinbeck’s Joad Family, Kerouac’s protagonists—Sal Paradise and Dean Moriarty—
find their road trip goals unfulfilled in the end. Unlike the Joads, Paradise and Moriarty
take to the road with the impulsive motives of adventure and recreation instead of
desperation and poverty. In keeping with the counterculture of the Beat Generation they
exemplified, the main characters reject traditional values as they crisscross the country,
repeating their trip several times before the novel ends.39
Ironically, the two literary classics that contributed most significantly to the
mythology surrounding Route 66 explicitly illustrate its emptiness. Between them, there
are at least four cross-country treks that end with the protagonists’ disappointment. The
fact that these two novels have had such a lasting impact on the way people think about
Route 66 shows that the motivating fantasy is more important than whether or not that
fantasy actually reaches fulfillment. The element that endured in the collective
consciousness was the starry-eyed optimism and endless possibilities made available by
the freedom and mobility of the open road and not the crushing reality that one’s
struggles will follow them regardless of how fast and far they try to flee.

Film
While the writing of both Steinbeck and Kerouac helped form the popular image
of Route 66, film and television have capitalized on that image and regurgitated its values
of freedom, movement, and kitsch for decades, transmitting the highway’s symbolic role
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to each progressive generation. Gritty dramas, boisterous comedies, and even animated
films have utilized the monolithic concept of Route 66 to tell their stories. The examples
included here are intentionally obvious and recognizable to better illustrate the
pervasiveness of their cultural impact.
The first cinematic portrayal
of Route 66 was 1940’s retelling of
Steinbeck’s The Grapes of Wrath,
starring Henry Fonda as the head of
the Joad family and featuring their
experiences during the Depressionera migration. While the film
adaptation omits some of the
unpleasant elements of the novel,
including the inhumane labor
conditions the Joads eventually
encountered in California, the values
of optimism and sense of community
Figure 4: Grapes of Wrath Theatrical Poster

so key to the Route 66 image remain

intact. In one short year, the reality of the highway was already being replaced by a more
idealistic version that would be more palatable to a paying audience. 40
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Almost thirty years later a new generation rejected tradition and authority
worldwide through protests and revolutions. Peter Fonda, a member of that disillusioned
generation, attempted to subvert the symbolism of the iconic highway that his father had
helped establish in film when he co-wrote and co-starred in Easy Rider. The 1969 classic
takes Kerouac’s drug-fueled counterculture road trip a step further by flipping the
traditionally conceived east-to-west orientation of Route 66 as main characters Billy and
Wyatt (often referred to as “Captain America” throughout the film) travel by motorcycle
from Los Angeles to New Orleans. Along the way, the viewer is treated to a steady
stream of the era’s trademark sex, drugs, and rock n’ roll, set against the sprawling scenic
vistas of the southwest. Though Billy and Wyatt spend a notable amount of their screen
time debating and lambasting the values represented by the American flag painted on
Wyatt’s motorcycle and (rarely worn) helmet with the varied strangers they encounter,
the characters’ journey echoes the quest for movement, community, and financial
independence seen in The Grapes of Wrath. Once they reach New Orleans and
successfully sell their hefty inventory of cocaine at Mardi Gras, Billy celebrates their
victory, as he equates the money they had made with freedom, but Wyatt tells him that
they “blew it,” because to him—like the Joads in Steinbeck’s novel—the promise of the
open road had proven elusive.41
The 1980s saw in increase in movies that featured the iconic highway. As the new
interstate highways systematically redirected more and more travelers away from Route
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66, preservation efforts and the nostalgia upon which they were based increased, which
explains its increasingly romanticized depiction on the big screen. During its final years
of official use, Route 66 could be seen in 1983’s family road trip comedy National
Lampoon’s Vacation and coming-of-age drama The Outsiders; 1984’s science fiction
Academy Award nominee Starman and arthouse drama Paris, Texas among others.
Route 66’s decline seems to have created a directly correlated increase in interest.42
The German film Bagdad Café, an impassioned, symbolic eulogy of the defunct
highway, was released in 1987, just two years after the interstate system finished its
decades-long task of bypassing Route 66 and the federal government officially
decommissioned it. Jasmin, the film’s protagonist, is an uptight German tourist who finds
herself stranded in the Route 66 town of Bagdad, where she seeks shelter at a rundown,
struggling roadside motel and café. Between countless shots of trucks speeding down the
highway, Jasmin meets a motley assortment of characters who have formed a kind of
community at the deteriorating former tourist stop, including the miserable owner and her
dysfunctional family, a fashionably cynical motel occupant, and an eccentric, elderly
painter. Over the course of Jasmin’s stay in Bagdad, she undergoes substantial personal
growth as she opens up to the other characters and brings a renewed sense of exuberance
and harmony to the rag-tag group. She even teaches herself sleight of hand magic and
starts hosting a variety show that, through word of mouth between truckers, draws a
steady stream of new customers to the fading business.
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Eventually, the sheriff informs Jasmin that she has to leave because her tourist
visa has expired. The film’s entire storyline seems like a Route 66 metaphor—a
community of misfits came together and created a profitable haven for travelers full of
love, revelry, and magic that was sabotaged by government intervention. At the end of
the film, Jasmin returns, presumably with her paperwork issues resolved, and the Bagdad
community is able to return to its previous halcyon routine. This renaissance seems to
mimic the optimistic aims of Route 66 commemoration groups who believe that the
power of love and community will save the defunct highway from its bureaucratic fate
and return it to its former glory (these groups and their ideologies are discussed later in
this chapter). The nostalgic reimagining of Route 66 that took place 1980s abandoned the
traditional theme of disappointment seen in earlier works as the popular understanding of
the highway evolved.43
The passage of time did not diminish the public’s Route 66 nostalgia or its
expression in cinema. In 2006, the Pixar studios animated feature Cars took the
symbolism of Route 66 and automobility to a new, more heavy-handed level. As the title
suggests, the characters in this film are anthropomorphic vehicles, an appropriate choice
for a story about the rapid and irreversible changes to commerce, lifestyle, and city
planning that resulted across the nation as a result of the increase in automobile
production and ownership that occurred in the early twentieth century. Near the
beginning of the movie, after the famous race car protagonist—Lightning McQueen—
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finds himself stranded in a partially abandoned Route 66 town (sound familiar?), he
meets former big-city attorney (and Porsche), Sally, who describes the town of Radiator
Springs as follows: “…the glorious jewel strung on the necklace of Route 66, the mother
road!” She goes on to lament the lot of those who remained loyal residents, “It is our job
and our pleasure to take care of the travelers on our stretch of that road […] but how, I
ask you, are we to care for those travelers if there is no road for them to drive on?”
With a motor court in the art moderne architectural style, another built to look like
road cones (in reference to the chain of iconic—though admittedly problematic—Wig
Wam Village motels), a drive-in theater, a googie style diner, distinct neon signage, and
what looks like a railroad depot at the end of the main thoroughfare, the creative team
behind Cars managed to pack all of the distinctive characteristics of various locations
along Route 66 into a single representative archetype. Like the history of the famous
highway, the town has smoothed away any detail that falls outside collective memory and
what is left is a pleasantly marketable caricature. During a recreational jaunt to an
abandoned attraction called the Wheel Well, Sally educates McQueen on Route 66’s
history in a predictably (and reasonably for a children’s animated film) simplified
manner:
Cars used to come across the country a whole different way […] the road didn’t
cut through the land like that interstate, it moved with the land […] cars didn’t
drive on it to make great time, they drove on it to have a great time. […] The town
was bypassed to save ten minutes of driving.
After his enlightening experiences in Radiator Springs, McQueen is miraculously cured
of his unhealthy obsession with speed and success and believes Sally’s trademark Route
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66 preservationist optimism when she tells him, “…one of these days, we’ll find a way to
get it back on the map.”44
The narrative arc of Cars mirrors the Route 66 symbolism previously described in
Bagdad Café, where an outsider is forced to experience the profound and simultaneous
joys and losses of a Route 66 town that has been hobbled by traffic being diverted to the
interstate highways. By the end, everything is cleaned up, everyone is happy, and
business is booming. In both films, the outsider is forever transformed and chooses to
return to the Route 66 town that changed them to make it their home. The concept of
Route 66 in these heartwarming films has been completely removed from almost any
trace of its reality.

Commemorative Groups
The depiction of Route 66 in popular media has assisted in the continued shaping of
the collective memory that had been designed by early promotional campaigns, but there
has also been a notable contribution to the tradition of disseminating a reductive Route 66
history from devoted enthusiasts. While the majority of Americans have formed their
ideas about Route 66 based on movies, books, or music, those with a particular affinity
for the old highway have found ways to share their passion, through the multitude of
groups who actively strive to protect and celebrate Route 66.
In 1994, when David Knudson attempted to recreate the Route 66 road trip he had
taken three decades before, he found that “the old road had been bypassed by an interstate
highway […] stranding once-thriving businesses and towns. Deserted structures stood
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only as silent reminders of the days of ‘America’s Glory Road.’” Upon returning home,
Knudson and his wife sold their business in order to devote all of their attention and
resources to “…trying to save as much as possible of the historic road before it was
completely gone.” To that end, they founded the National Historic Route 66 Federation, a
non-profit organization with the goal of:
…directing the public’s attention to the importance of U.S. Highway 66 in
America’s cultural heritage and acquiring the federal, state, and private support
necessary to preserve the historic landmarks and revitalize the economies of
communities along the entire 2,400-mile stretch of road. 45
To date, they have been moderately successful in their goal. They played a crucial role in
the development of the 1999 National Route 66 Preservation bill and the disbursement of
the $10 million dollars it allotted for Route 66 preservation grants. The Federation has
also published the EZ66 GUIDE for Travelers and The Guided 66 Tour Book and act as
consultants for film, television, and literary projects about Route 66. As if to echo the
assertion that collective memory is shaped by popular media, the National Historic Route
66 Federation website assures its visitors that the projects with which they assist are
“…valuable tools in educating people about the Route around the world.”
This claim raises concerns about the value of the educational experience this
group advocates, and those concerns are confirmed on the page dedicated to Route 66
history, which starts with highway legislation from the 1910s and 1920s, affording the
histories of regions that would eventually have their fates tied to the famous highway
barely a passing nod. This history then discusses the migration of the jobless and their
families during the Great Depression, concluding that “certainly, in the minds of those
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who endured that particularly painful experience […] Route 66 symbolized the “road to
opportunity,” without mentioning the failure of that opportunity to materialize for most of
those migrants at the end of that fateful westward journey. On the topic of postwar travel,
this account proclaims that “store owners, motel managers, and gas station attendants
recognized early on that even the poorest travelers required food, automobile
maintenance, and adequate lodging,” omitting the experiences of Black travelers who
were often turned away from businesses due to the ugly Jim Crow underbelly of the
wholesome community-minded era being discussed. For good measure, the highway is
referred to as “The Main Street of America” in the final lines. The language and biases
utilized by one of Route 66’s most prominent preservation groups, in addition to their
endorsement of education through movies and television, enforces the longstanding
national habit of selective remembrance.46
The Route 66 Alliance website is clogged with the technical jargon of the 21st
century in an attempt to explain the most recent National Route 66 Infrastructure
Initiative—a campaign to promote:
…resilient power distribution and charging systems, broadband and cellular
communication technology, and information technology [that] will support robust
economic development, distributed employment opportunities, and significant
increases in educational opportunities…
using Route 66 (and highways in general) as the metaphorical model of what can happen
when the federal government provides neglected regions with sufficient access and
interconnectivity. The states along Route 66 are (or at least were, at the time the content
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of the website was written) in various stages of preparation for the highway’s centennial
celebration, which will take place in 2026. Part of that preparation is the creation of state
commissions, one of which boasts the head of the Route 66 Alliance as a key member.
During the organization of these commissions and planning for the centennial:
…the National Route 66 Infrastructure Initiative was conceived. […] Route 66
Highway is literally the backbone of what can be a dynamic economic driver for a
diverse cross-section of the nation. In this case, […] it is a ribbon connecting large
cities and vast rural areas; areas of wealth and areas of urban and rural abject
poverty; a broad multi-cultural constituency; a diverse political constituency; and
an historic, even iconic symbol of American achievement and opportunity. .47
There is little information about the Alliance itself on the website, with the focus
instead on the infrastructure initiative and a proposal for the Route 66 Experience—an
immersive recreational attraction with “…a drive-in movie theater, two restaurants,
visitor information center, retail shop, resource center, event space for rent, office or
commercial space for lease, elevated pedestrian walkway, and three-level underground
parking,” with the estimated opening date listed as 2022. This creation of an entirely new
site in the name of increased revenue and “education” is an act of preservation—not of a
structure or a site, but of the abstract and marketable image of Route 66. At the end of the
summary of the Alliance’s projects is a strategic reference to nostalgia—a statement of
their goals to promote and raise funds for “targeted businesses and communities along the
entire length of the Mother Road.”48
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The most professional presentation of Route 66 preservation comes from the
Road Ahead Partnership, whose website states their mission (in part) as follows:
…to revitalize and sustain Route 66 as a national icon and international
destination, for the benefit of all Route 66 communities, travelers, and
businesses/attractions, through collaborative partnerships focused on promotion,
preservation, research, and education, and economic development […]
purposefully maintain and preserve as much of the authentic roadway design,
original buildings, landscapes, traditions, and experiences that together make up
the idiosyncratic experience that is the essence of Route 66 […] to ensure that the
history and stories associated with Route 66 are both accurate and accessible to
the public, to researchers, and to educational institutions in order to enhance and
encourage greater understanding of the Mother Road.”
Their educational goals include supporting those who which to spread the word about the
history of Route 66 in both professional and amateur settings “…in their efforts to inspire
and renew public understanding of Route 66” and preparing “comprehensive and
accurate Route 66 information.” The site does not specify what their idea of accuracy
might be in regard to Route 66, so it is unclear what version of the highway’s often
simplified history they hope to disseminate, but the use of the phrases “national icon” and
“Mother Road” offer clues as to their likely loyalty to the popular one.49
Each of the Route 66 states has established its own historic association to preserve
and celebrate the famous defunct roadway. The first of these—the Route 66 Association
of Illinois—sprung forth from the emotionally charged ashes of the freshly
decommissioned highway in 1987. This particular group oversees the Route 66 Hall of
Fame, hosts a popular annual motor tour, and organizes the Annual International Route
66 Mother Road Festival. By 1990, all of the other Route 66 states had followed suit and
all eight of those historic associations are still hosting events, managing museums, and
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raising money for preservation projects at the time of this writing. The websites for these
groups present similar mission statements that focus on promotion and preservation,
maintain up-to-date calendars of events, and include contact information for those who
might wish to get involved. Some of the websites include a brief history of Route 66 that
echoes those found on the national groups’ pages, with Cy Avery’s home state of
Oklahoma elaborating on his contribution to the highway more than the other states. Most
of the associations offer merchandise that is available for online purchase and publish
regular newsletters or magazines.
In addition to the preservation groups tied to each of the Route 66 states, there are
several organizations that have been established internationally by fans of the highway.
In Australia, Canada, Germany, and Holland, members of historic Route 66 associations
commemorate the iconic American highway in a manner similar to their American
counterparts. The prevalence of these types of organizations shows that the nostalgic
boosterism started by Route 66’s early supporters is alive and well, even though the
highway itself is not.50
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Amateur Historians
The most commonly cited source on Route 66 history is Route 66: The Mother Road
by Michael Wallis. As a prolific writer of both award-winning articles and best-selling
books, Wallis is the go-to expert on all things Route 66. In fact, ROUTE Magazine’s first
issue featured an interview with Wallis as its attention-grabbing cover headline. In this
book, he presents a well-researched (if unapologetically infatuated) account of the
highway’s history from its designation in 1926 to 1984, when the interstate highways
born of Eisenhower’s Federal Aid Highway Act of 1956 completely bypassed their famed
predecessor. The introduction opens with the line: “Route 66. Just the name is magic,”
letting the reader know exactly where Wallis stands on the matter. A few pages later, he
elaborates on his views, describing exactly what Route 66 stands for:
… a time before America became generic—when motels didn’t take reservations,
when there were genuine barber shops and drugstores, and doctors made house
calls. Movie theaters weren’t look-alike boxes in a shopping center. […] America
seemed more innocent. Billboards on the highway were legal; hitchhiking was
safe. Nobody knew about cholesterol. Summers lasted longer because there were
drive-in movies and miniature golf courses and slow-pitch softball games under
the lights… Route 66 means motion and excitement. It’s the mythology of the
open road. 51
The fact that so many other Route 66 guides and histories (like Arthur Repp’s Route 66:
Empires of Amusement, Drew Knowles’s Route 66: Adventure Handbook, and Lisa
Livingston-Martin’s Wicked Route 66, just to name a few) cite Wallis as a source, makes
it clear that his selective and biased ideas have had a broad impact on the collective
memory of Route 66. Those seeking a comprehensive history of the highway will find
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dozens of books that fall into the Wallis camp—footnoted and researched but written by
amateur historians that use each other as their main sources, creating a cyclical kind of
informational inbreeding. In addition, they will find just as many books written for a
popular audience with no academic pretenses that capitalize on novelty and kitsch of
Route 66 like Jim Ross and Shellee Graham’s Secret Route 66: A Guide to the Weird,
Wonderful, and Obscure and Russell A. Olsen’s Route 66 Lost and Found: Mother Road
Ruins and Relics—the Ultimate Collection. It is little wonder that the popular image of
Route 66 is so specifically skewed.52
Route 66 Magazine was published from 1993 until 2021, with printing stopping only
when one of its founders, Paul Taylor, died. With the tagline “An International
Publication preserving the Legend of the Mother Road and Other Blue Line Highways,”
the magazine sponsored popular, well-attended events and its founders (Taylor and his
wife, Sandi) were given production credits on the movie Cars. The Route 66 Association
of Illinois website claims that Route 66 Magazine was read by “thousands of national and
international readers in fourteen countries.” Another magazine simply titled ROUTE
Magazine is still going strong. Launched in 2018 by editor Brennen Matthews, ROUTE
Magazine’s website describes itself as “…a high quality, bi-monthly magazine that
celebrates road travel, vintage Americana and iconic Route 66,” touting its “full-length
features […] personalized interviews with fascinating people connected to legendary
towns and highways, and narrative journalism, as well as the celebration of the inspiring
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stories of the lives of those who live on, support and keep the Mother Road alive and
thriving…” and alerting visitors to the website of the magazine’s availability at Barnes
and Noble. The popularity and influence of these publications is evidence of the public’s
appetite for consistently generated information about Route 66.53
What started in the 1920s as standard efforts by local organizations to increase
tourism (and by extension—revenue) to cities and towns along the newly designated U.S.
Highway 66 has steadily grown and contorted over time, resulting in an abstract and
often contradictory collective memory of the highway. In the imaginations of most
Americans, Route 66 stands for the simultaneously wholesome and rebellious values of
the nation, a flexible symbol that might be used to encourage the continuity of the way
things used to be or, conversely, celebrate the American spirit of exploration and risk.
Through popular media like literature, film, television, and music, and the language used
by modern preservation groups and authors of Route 66 histories, the dual mythos around
Route 66 has outlasted even the highway itself. The process of perpetuating and refining
a nostalgic (if paradoxically divided) image of Route 66 that would appeal to the public
has created a divide between the lived experiences and histories of people and places
along the famous roadway and its role as an abstract, romanticized symbol for American
values. This simplified and marketable version of Route 66 has replaced its history in the
minds of many, a common pitfall of the means by which collective memory is
transmitted. The following chapters will address the pieces of Route 66 history that have
been buffed away to create the desired shine.
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Chapter 3:
Corrections

“We do not live inside a void that could be colored with diverse shades of light,
we live inside a set of relations that delineates sites which are irreducible to one
another and absolutely not superimposable on one another.”
—Michel Foucault, “Of Other Spaces”
A more expansive history of Route 66 is less defined and romantic than its
marketable collective memory suggests. It is actually a complicated patchwork of stories,
places, and people stitched together by their proximity to a famous highway. The
resulting historical quilt reveals that the iconic highway was never a single, contained
place that provided one specific experience to all of the individuals who interacted with
it. The popular image of Route 66 forged by its founders and early promoters and then
perpetuated by literature, film, preservation groups, and amateur historians as a
monolithic symbol for American values disintegrates upon closer inspection. This chapter
utilizes the National Register of Historic Places nominations for various sites along Route
66 to create a sample of what that more inclusive (though still incomplete) history might
look like.
As illustrated in the previous chapter, even the principles Route 66 was meant to
represent by the contrived narrative varied over time, meaning that even its core symbolic
value was inconsistent. At certain points, the highway stood for adventure and freedom
and at others, it symbolized tradition and wholesome family values. The disconnect
between collective memory and history goes much deeper than its flexible symbolism.
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Route 66 mythology, from its inception, was built on existing inaccurate tropes about the
American West and continued that legacy of opportunistic representation by leaving out
significant chunks of the past. The histories of communities that existed along the
highway’s path long before it was designated are ignored and experiences that did not
align with the promoted image of Route 66 were glossed over or omitted completely.
Historians began to nominate sites along Route 66 for inclusion in the National
Register of Historic Places in the early 1970s. The forms used in this process require a
detailed inventory of the location being nominated, including a meticulous description of
the physical location and a persuasive explanation of the site’s historical value. Over 100
locations along the various iterations of Route 66 have been listed in the register and their
nomination forms create a rich library of professionally crafted history. While a
significant number of those nomination forms list the site’s placement on Route 66 as at
least part of its historical significance, a majority of them do not. That means that more
than half of the sites along Route 66 that professionals have considered worthy of
preservation were chosen based on the merit of their history outside of their relationship
to Route 66—history not represented in the popular understanding of the highway. The
inconsistency between the collective memory of Route 66 and what professional
historians have determined to be of value in its sites supports arguments of historical
omissions leading to inaccuracy in the public consciousness. The people and events
erased from this particular narrative are indicative of the broader issue of exclusion from
American collective memory and, by extension, marginalization from the collective
national identity.
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Even though the National Register nominations fill a lot of historical gaps in the
shared image of Route 66, they are not a universal remedy for all of its ailments. Because
the nominations are persuasive documents focused on proving the worthiness of specific
sites, they do not include the stories of those with no relationship to the site, even if that
lack of relationship was due to their express exclusion through segregation. Black
travelers who were not permitted to patronize Route 66 establishments are consequently
absent from their histories. There are also hidden Route 66 stories that seem to have been
stricken from the nation’s shared memory due to embarrassment. None of the Japanese
internment camps that were located along the highway were nominated for inclusion on
the National Register, even though they played a major role in American history.

Prelude to a Highway
There is a difference between building a brand-new highway and designating a
combination of existing roads into one. In 1926, routes of travel that had already been in
use ranging from dirt paths to busy city thoroughfares were knit together to form U.S.
Highway 66. Those that shaped the early history of the highway recycled not only
existing elements of the physical landscape but pieces of inaccurate collective memory
about the American West. The roads chosen for inclusion in the highway followed the
route with the fewest geographic obstacles—a path that had been chosen for generations
due to its superior efficiency in traveling between Chicago and Los Angeles. The relative
ease of its use was evidenced by many of those roads running parallel to railroad tracks,
which in turn had been laid according to earlier paths taken by wagons and stagecoaches.
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Eight states’ worth of cities and towns contributed both their roads and their stories to the
newly designated highway. From Chicago to Santa Monica, different economic
conditions, climates, and cultures had produced a trail of unique communities who
participated in their own social and religious traditions, supported themselves with
various industries, and utilized different forms of expression. Like the key ingredients of
the collective memory of Route 66, these communities did not spring into existence with
the designation of Route 66, and a lot of them did not cease to exist when the highway
was decommissioned.54

Layers of Misinformation
In dispelling the image of Route 66 as a monolithic concept, one must begin with
the myth itself. Even the false narrative of Route 66 was not uniquely crafted to promote
the highway. It was built on existing inaccurate collective memory already flourishing in
the American West. Romanticism was a nineteenth-century ideological movement that
responded to the negative consequences of the Industrial Revolution by turning to nature.
The growing system of railroads in the U.S. provided an opportunity for men of means
from the east coast to indulge in their romantic ideas about untouched wilderness through
adventure tourism. The fashionable upper class had the time and funds necessary to travel
into the far reaches of the still-expanding young nation—the frontier, the boundary
between untamed nature and civilized society—where they would attach themselves to
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packs of fur traders, military expeditions, and cattle ranches to engage with nature. The
wilderness those outsiders fetishized was hostile and resistant to those who lived and
worked there out of necessity, giving an air of oblivious triviality to the tourists’
motivations. For those unable to venture west, there were options for a more direct
experience than could be found in art and literature. William “Buffalo Bill” Cody brought
his Wild West Show to the Columbian Exposition in 1893, providing audiences with a
circus-like dramatization full of animals, Native American performers, and special
effects. The spectacle of manly dominion over nature was a consistent hit for its
duration.55

Figure 5: On the Southern Plains by Frederic Remington
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The most famous of the east coast elite tourists was Theodore Roosevelt, an
independently wealthy Harvard graduate who chose to venture westward where he
worked on a ranch and hunted wild game. His experiences in the West inspired several of
his publications, including The Winning of the West, which were popular with the
American public. Other contributions to the public’s interest in the West were writers like
James Fenimore Cooper, George Frederick Ruxton, Owen Wister, and Charlie Siringo,
poets like Amborse Bierce, and artists like Frederic Remington who saw the West as
alien in its untamed state, making it the perfect setting for symbolic representations of
masculine virtue. The central hero in these fantasies was the cowboy, who represented
the hard-working but liberated protector of nature.
In reality, the actual role of the cowboy as depicted in Romantic-era art and
literature was only available for the period of time between access to the West being
granted by railroad and the restructuring of the cattle industry about twenty years later.
Additionally, cowboys were a more diverse crowd than was depicted in art and literature.
The Multicultural Western Heritage Museum (formerly the National Cowboys of Color
Museum) in Fort Worth, Texas presents a more complete version of frontier history, one
that includes “…the contributions of individuals of Hispanic, Native, European, Asian,
and African descent to the settlement of the Western American Frontier.”56
The cowboy’s perennial costar in later media depictions, the “Indian,” became
popular in tourism near the turn of the twentieth century. In 1905, Colorado entrepreneurs
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built a pueblo and created reproductions of native cliff dwellings as a tourist attraction.
The pueblo was staffed with Native Americans who performed and made crafts for
tourists who had a sentimental fascination with the “primitives” and “savages” whose
perceived inferiority had been used as justification for their decimation in the name of
Manifest Destiny. The cultures of people who were still being actively oppressed and
exploited by the U.S. government were framed for public consumption as ancient and
concluded, protecting contemporary tourists from any sense of responsibility.57
Historian and foremost expert on the history of the American West Earl Pomeroy
wrote the following description of the nineteenth century’s already nostalgic attitudes:
“Americans had never quite defined or bothered to reconcile the different shapes of the
West. Sometimes it was a danger, sometimes opportunity, always a challenge […] The
nation, and especially those who were coming to have more leisure and larger incomes
but less contact with the soil as they worked, groped for links to the past.” Before the age
of the automobile that necessitated networks of roads like Route 66, people were already
looking backward at a skewed memory of the American West. 58

Significant History Prior to Designation
While the collective memory of Route 66 borrowed existing American West
imagery, the highway itself similarly co-opted roads through towns and cities that were
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already present at the time of its designation. These places had their own identities before
being incorporated into Route 66, and those earlier histories are crucial to a more
complete history. One example is the town of Winslow, Arizona, the location of a
popular stop suggested by many Route 66 guidebooks. At Standing on a Corner Park,
tourists will find a bronze monument and two-story mural commemorating the town’s
inclusion in the Eagles’ 1972 hit song “Take it Easy.” Jackson Browne wrote the song,
which was the first commercial success for the iconic American rock band, staying on the
Billboard Hot 100 List for 12 weeks. Lyrics like “…I’m running down the road tryin’ to
loosen my load,” and “Don’t let the sound of your own wheels drive you crazy,” speak to
the timeless appeal of the open road central to the popular image of Route 66, but it was
this verse:
Well, I’m standing on a corner in Winslow, Arizona
And such a fine sight to see
It’s a girl, my Lord, in a flatbed Ford
Slowin’ down to take a look at me
that familiarized listeners worldwide with the town located on Route 66. The display
commemorating those words is located at an intersection where a massive Route 66
shield has been painted on the asphalt. What the guidebooks fail to mention about this
quaint photo opportunity is that the town of Winslow has a rich history that predates the
highway that would one day inspire Browne’s lyrics.59
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Winslow originated as a water stop at the boundary between two divisions of the
Atlantic and Pacific Railroad due to its proximity to the Little Colorado River. In 1880,
before construction began on the planned railroad and its accompanying structures, keen
businessmen seized the opportunity presented by the burgeoning town by setting up shop
in preparation for the construction crews and later permanent residents. This pattern of
railroad “boom towns” was an established business model that promised success. Once
the railroad was up and running, the population of Winslow exploded from a few hundred
people in 1884 to over 2,000 in 1901. The growth of the town and its fortuitous
positioning along popular routes of north-south travel, along with its access to nearby
Hopi and Navajo reservations enticed the railroad to move its headquarters there in 1897.
Other national businesses established branches in Winslow and the bricks manufactured
there became the most popular building material of that time.60
Decades before access to automobiles became widespread, the rapidly expanding
railroad led to increasing tourism in the American Southwest. Travelers passed through
Winslow on their way to popular destinations like the Grand Canyon, the Petrified Forest,
the Painted Desert, Hopi pueblos, and the ruins left behind by Native American societies,
creating additional business opportunities like the hotels and station houses that were
built to accommodate the growing tourism market. The rise of automobile travel in the
1920s caused a decline in the business done by the railroads, but all the reasons Winslow
had been the perfect railroad town made it just as appealing for highway planners. The
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National Old Trails Highway was laid on the approximate route taken through the town
by the Whipple-Beale wagon road.
Route 66 is only mentioned once in the eight pages of historical significance
included in the National Register Nomination for the Winslow Commercial Historic
District: “U.S. Route 66 followed the Old Trails National Highway route and Winslow
became an important stop along that route for automobile travelers, especially after
World War II.” Not only does the time period of Route 66’s active functionality only
slightly overlap the stated period of historical significance (1883-1935), but it was also
deemed worthy of only the briefest mention as part of the town’s value as a historic
resource. Even though the town is a key stop for tourists traveling Route 66, the highway
barely plays a role in its National Register Nomination, meaning that a lot of history is
lost when Winslow is reduced to a song lyric and a page in a guidebook.61
The Register nomination for the Eagle Hotel in Wilmington, Illinois (which is
included on the National Park Service list of Route 66 historic sites) weaves a similar
history to that of the Winslow Commercial Historic District, reaching back to a time
before Route 66. The historic significance, like that for Winslow, starts in the 19th century
with the arrival of white settlers to the area and the establishment of local industries (in
Wilmington, the industries in question were mills instead of Winslow’s railroads). The
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land on which the former hotel itself stands was initially used as a warehouse for the
nearby mills, but the hotel was built soon after for guests who made the arduous journey
to utilize the town’s mills. Because early travel was made by stagecoach and the demands
on the mills were high, the trips often took up to a week. Like in Winslow, the railroad
brought significant economic and population growth to Wilmington, and bigger and
better hotels opened nearby, but the Eagle stayed in business by catering to laborers. The
building served briefly as a bank and was later converted into offices and apartments and
eventually its abandoned shell was purchased by a local historical society. Though the
nomination form states several times that the historic significance of the Eagle Hotel is
tied to the history of transportation, the time period discussed means that the
transportation in question was by stagecoach or train, not automobile, and there is no
mention of Route 66 at all.62
The Glorietta Pass Battlefield, though located on Route 66 and thus included in
lists of its historical sites, does not have even the vague relationship to the highway of
Winslow’s musical landmark or Wilmington’s transportation history. If the Civil War and
the American Southwest seem incongruous, the battle that took place on this canyon
landscape of ranches and scrub brush in March of 1862 is arguably the reason why. The
conflict was relatively small in comparison to the more famous battles fought in the states
along the east coast but was important because it prevented the Confederates’ ambitions
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for westward expansion. The battle is described in detail as the key factor in Glorietta
Pass’s historical significance in its nomination for National Historic Landmark status, but
the form also briefly refers to the lengthy history of the location before it became the site
of that violence in 1862. As a key path between the Pecos River Valley and the Santa Fe
and Galistea areas in New Mexico, the area served as a major route for Native American
trade and 16th century exploration by the Spanish. The paths deemed most efficient in
previous centuries by Native Americans and explorers dictated the location of the railroad
and later the highways, as they had in Winslow and Wilmington. Glorietta Pass’s location
on Route 66 is a geographical coincidence and evidence that the history lost in the refined
public conception of the highway was sometimes national in scale.63

Native American History
While the National Register forms for sites like the Winslow Commercial Historic
District and the Glorietta Pass Battlefield mention Native American history as a kind of
brief prelude or sidenote to the events and people they consider truly historically
significant, there are a lot of nominations for sites on Route 66 in which Native American
history is more central to their value. For instance, the Lorenzo Hubbell Trading Post and
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Warehouse (also located in Winslow, Arizona) is argued to be historically significant due
to its role in cross-cultural trade. The post was established by two white families who
made their living trading with residents of the nearby Navajo reservation between the
1850s and the 1950s. This narrative still focuses on the white players and the building
where they conducted trade with their Native American neighbors, but it also highlights
the power imbalance between the Navajo people whose resources had been depleted by
the westward expansion of white, European-descended settlers. The Navajo depended on
the trading post for food and supplies and the post, in turn, sold the meat, wool, and
crafted items from the reservation.64
A similar site—the Peach Springs Trading Post—provided the same exploitative
link that the Hubbell Post had with the Navajo in Winslow between the Hualapai people
in Mohave County, Arizona and the invasive whites who had reduced their resources and
limited their movement. Unlike the Hubbell Post, however, Peach Springs played an
important role in the Hualapai ending their dependence on their white neighbors. The
tribe acquired the trading post during broader efforts to regain their autonomy during the
early 20th century. Travelers on the railroad and later Route 66 brought increased
business to the store, creating a significant source of income for the tribe and a
steppingstone on their “…path of sovereignty, self-determination, and economic
diversification.”65
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The Training School at Truxton Canyon, like the two trading posts discussed
previously, is a site along Route 66 whose historical significance rests on the relationship
between Native Americans living on reservations and the external white culture that put
them there. This boarding school was established during the federal government’s
“Assimilation Policy” era in which Native American children were educated in EuroAmerican style buildings as part of an attempt to alienate them from their culture and
traditions. After several children were killed at a school outside of the reservation, the
Hualapai people demanded facilities closer to home and the resulting Hackberry Day
School was founded in response. Between 1898 and 1900, almost 800 acres of land and
$60,000 were earmarked for a new school—the Truxton School—which opened in 1901.
Due to the full time, residential nature of boarding schools, students were still separated
from their families and exposed to contagious illnesses like smallpox and tuberculosis.
They maintained strict, busy schedules and what little recreational time was left to them
was filled with activities foreign to them like baseball and Christian holiday celebrations.
Upon successful completion of the eighth-grade education that was available there,
students were promoted to bigger and better equipped boarding schools located further
away from their families in white communities. The school operated for thirty-six years
and during that time, they educated more than 700 children from various tribes. 66
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The examples listed above (and those included in the footnotes) focus on Native
American history only within the context of interactions with white culture and do not
delve into the histories of the various tribes that inhabited the American Southwest before
the time of European exploration and settlement. The limited view that these examples
give of the past is still sufficient to support the claim that the collective memory of Route
66 does not include a fair reckoning with Native American history. Even when
professional historians gloss over the entirety of Native peoples’ experiences before the
arrival of white people, they still give a more inclusive and representative version of
events than the popular understanding of Route 66 allows.

On the Road Again
If one were to focus specifically on the time period between Route 66’s
designation in 1926 and its official decommissioning in 1985, the various versions of the
highway’s narrow popular image would still remain elusive. Neither the wholesome
family road trip, the rebellious journey of self-discovery, nor the promise of redemption
fully defined the years Route 66 was in active use. That is not to say that elements of
those tropes were completely absent.
Peter B. Dedek divides the lifespan of Route 66 into five separate periods, during
each of which the highway exhibited different characteristics. During the first of these
periods, from 1927-1934, the highway was still unfinished in most places but was in use
for the purposes of both tourism and freight. From 1934-1940, Route 66 carried migrants
westward during the Great Depression as depicted in the novel The Grapes of Wrath and
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its film adaptation (discussed in chapter 2). During World War II, the highway’s
dominant role was military in nature. A steady stream of convoys passed through a
landscape dotted with POW camps and military exercises. Route 66’s period of heavy
tourism only lasted about a decade, from the end of the war in 1945 until construction of
the federal government’s interstate highways began in 1956. The bigger, faster means of
travel bypassed Route 66, section by section, from 1956 until the official
decommissioning of Route 66 in 1985, making that period of decline the highway’s
last.67
Many of the National Register nominations for Route 66 sites do, in fact, reflect
the glints of historical accuracy present in the collective memory by listing their
relationship with the highway as a deciding factor in their historical significance (please
see footnote for examples of those sites). In addition to those who focus instead on time
periods before the designation of the highway (which was the topic of the previous
section), others focus on Route 66-era themes unrelated to the highway itself like the arts,
World War II, or New Deal projects. The following gaps in the collective memory of
Route 66 include examples from the time period that the highway was in active use that
have unrelated historic significance and Route 66 experiences that contradict its popular
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image. Not all that motored West chose to do so, and even those who did were not
guaranteed the trip immortalized in the Route 66 collective memory.68

Art and Design
In addition to sites with historic significance prior to the designation of Route 66
and those associated with Native American history, there are many whose value is falls
into artistic categories. Ed Galloway’s Totem Pole Park in Foyil, Oklahoma is a
particularly interesting example of such sites. From 1937 to 1961, Galloway—a
prominent folk artist—constructed several buildings on the acre-and-a-half property
along with all of its stone and concrete art objects. Native American culture inspired him
to carve totem poles (one of which stands at a height of ninety feet), decorate with Native
American portraiture, and build an eleven-sided “fiddle house” based on Navajo
architecture. While actively adding to his park, Galloway encouraged its popularity as a
tourist attraction by adding picnic areas. For decades after the artist’s death in 1962, the
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park was left to the destructive tendencies of the elements and vandals. In 1989, the
Rogers County Historical Society took ownership of the site and picked up restoration
efforts started by the Kansas Grass Roots Arts Association the previous year.69
Built in 1925, The Aztec Hotel in Monrovia, California was the first modern
American structure built using principles of Mayan design, including detailed engravings,
mosaics, and murals. The Aztec Hotel’s confusion of disparate pre-Columbian cultural
elements in started a brief trend of Mayan Revival architecture across the country, with
other examples appearing in cities like Los Angeles and Kansas City. Both architecture
and an enduring role in entertainment services distinguish the Coleman Theater in Miami,
Oklahoma as historically significant. The ornate, Spanish Colonial Revival structure was
built in 1929, and its inclusion of stage, orchestra pit, and movie screen reflect the
period’s transition away from live performances like vaudeville and toward the
increasingly popular motion picture. For nearly a century, the Coleman Theater has
consistently entertained the residents of Miami through the variety of shows and
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performances it hosts, including modern screenings of silent films accompanied by the
theater’s original Wurlitzer organ.70
Though less whimsical than the elaborately designed buildings listed above, sites
whose significance is based on engineering and infrastructure can also be found along
Route 66, mostly in the form of nominated bridges. The earliest known and longest
example of a rail top slab bridge—the abandoned Jack’s Canyon Bridge in Navajo
County, Arizona—is catalogued alongside other Route 66 sites, but while its significance
includes mentions of the Santa Fe Highway, the Old Trails Highway (as Arizona’s Santa
Fe Highway was known in its national iteration), and State Highway 99, it leaves Route
66 noticeably absent. Likewise, the National Register Nomination for South Pasadena,
California’s Oaklawn Bridge and Waiting Station lists several justifications for its
historic significance including its notable architects (Greene & Greene), its “California”
style that was free from European influence, and its roles in transportation history and
urban planning, but does not mention Route 66 at all. 71
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The New Deal
While the Great Depression drove masses of indigent families westward on Route
66, President Franklin Delano Roosevelt was establishing a vast network of programs to
provide a lot of those people with work. The New Deal included policies that provided
funding for the construction of public facilities and infrastructure. The Civilian
Conservation Corps (CCC), one of the institutions formed to implement New Deal
programs, recruited young men from different ethnic and economic backgrounds to work
in various locations across the country where they were housed in military-style barracks.
Evidence of their work can be seen in the Meramec State Park Beach Area Historic
District in Franklin County, Missouri. During the 1930s, CCC workers landscaped the
sprawling grounds of this riverside recreational area and built its various structures,
including an observation tower and a shelter house. Instead of languishing in poverty, the
young men who contributed to the Meramec State Park Beach Area travelled, met people
from unfamiliar places, and learned skills while providing for their families. Even though
the park is located along Route 66, its value as a historic resource lies in its relationship
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to the Great Depression and the programs that alleviated the desperate situation of so
many Americans. 72

Wartime Usage
During World War II, Route 66 was crucial in military affairs. The wartime
landscape lined with convoys and dotted with POW and internment camps did not evoke
the wholesome dual symbolism of liberty and tradition, but one of defensive vigilance.
The National Register nomination for the stretch of Route 66 from Litchfield to Mt. Olive
in Illinois recounts the history of the actual paved highway without evoking any elements
of its collective memory. Construction of this rerouted segment began in 1943, seventeen
years after the designation of Route 66, and was completed in 1955, just in time for the
highway’s decline, which began the following year. The significance of this particular
9.35 miles of pavement is its innovative engineering and the fact that it was built to
accommodate the increase in heavy freight vehicles due to the war.73
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Remaining Gaps in Route 66 History
The mistreatment of African and Japanese Americans are two important chapters
of American history with indelible connections to Route 66 that are not included in the
popular image most Americans have of the highway. The histories compiled in the
National Register Nominations for sites along Route 66 offer a much more complex and
inclusive history of the regions through which the iconic highway travelled. Even in this
clearer historical image, there is almost no mention of details that are unflattering to the
image of the United States like the experiences of Black travelers or the Japanese
Americans who were detained during World War II in internment camps.

Segregation
The wholesome, midcentury family road trip that springs to many minds at the
mention of Route 66 was not equally accessible to all Americans during segregation. In
her book, Overground Railroad: The Green Book and the Roots of Black Travel in
America, Candacy Taylor devotes an entire chapter to the topic, titled “The Roots of
Route 66: Why Black People Aren’t Nostalgic About the Nation’s Favorite Highway,”
zeroing in on the issues of the nostalgic collective memory of the highway and the gaps
left by its neglected histories. The Green Book was a travel guide tailored specifically to
the African American motorist that was published from 1936 until 1967. Its pages
provided the names and addresses of businesses willing to provide services to Black
travelers who faced a consistent threat of discrimination and violence. Six of the eight
Route 66 states had segregation laws that made access to necessary services like food,
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gas, and shelter uncertain. Additionally, sundown towns—where Black people were
prohibited after 6 p.m.—were prevalent along the highway. These towns did not
publicize their exclusive policies, which meant that there was no way to plan around
them. Sometimes a motorist would have to travel hundreds of miles to find the next
Green Book stop on their trip, a frightening prospect if food ran out or car trouble arose.
Route 66 sites included in the Green Book are rarely featured in guidebooks or
commemorative efforts.74
The Green Book published in 1938 only provided listings for one of the eight
states along Route 66 and, even though all eight states were included by 1957, most of
those states contained few (if any) safe businesses along the highway itself. The last
Green Book, which was published in 1966, included an outline how each state was
implementing the Civil Rights Act of 1964, explaining that “…a family planning a
vacation hopes for one that is free of tensions and problems…” By the end of its run, the
Civil Rights movement was in full swing, and the Green Book had expanded to include
international destinations, but the guide still only listed three Route 66 sites in two states,
showing the lack of progress made for the safety of Black motorists on the famous
highway.75
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Japanese Internment Camps
The Old Leupp Boarding School was a federal institution that served the same
purposes of assimilation for the Navajo children in Coconino County, Arizona as the
Truxton Canyon Training School did for the Hualapai children discussed earlier in this
chapter. In 1942, after housing and teaching hundreds of Navajo children over the course
of more than three decades, the school was closed to allow the U.S. War Relocation
Authority to convert its buildings into an isolation camp for Japanese Americans. After
the bombing of Pearl Harbor, the federal government suspected all people of Japanese
descent as potential enemies of the state and forcibly removed them from their homes.
Seventy men who had been identified as particularly problematic by other camps were
detained there for nine months, after which the Old Leupp Boarding School buildings
were abandoned.
The structures on the site were demolished in the 1960s and the area is now an
archaeological site. The internment camp in Santa Fe, New Mexico imprisoned more than
4,500 Japanese Americans during World War II. Like the Old Leupp Boarding School,
evidence of the camp was destroyed, and the site is now a residential neighborhood. The
only recognition of the thousands of innocent people who were held captive without due
process is a historical marker in a local park. Neither of these sites along Route 66 are
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included in popular lists or travel guides because they do not align with the popular
image of the highway.76
The truth about Route 66 is that its demise was a necessary result of its triumph.
The path that was forged in the name of revenue eventually had to be replaced by one
that could handle its continued growth. Paul Connerton explained the removal of physical
structures made necessary by capitalism in his book How Societies Remember:
For the essence of modernity is economic development, the vast
transformation of society precipitated by the emergence of the capitalist world
market. And capital accumulation, the ceaseless expansion of the commodity
form through the market, requires the constant revolutionizing of production, the
ceaseless transformation of the innovative into the obsolescent. […] Integral to
the accumulation of capital is the repeated intentional destruction of the built
environment.77
The central goal of capitalism is at odds with the preservation of sites like those along
Route 66 that are no longer able to turn a profit. There are several important questions for
Route 66 stakeholders to consider—How can a longing for the past be reconciled with
necessary physical renewal? Do the preservation sites that support a skewed version of
history continue a tradition of detriment (to either the misinformed public or those
excluded from the popular narrative)? How can a more accurate and representative
history be delivered to the public?
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Commemoration groups and amateur historians often aim to prop up a misleading
collective memory of a highway that is no longer functional. With decreased traffic,
businesses often do not create the revenue necessary to maintain themselves, much less
the derelict husks of their failed neighbors, so they turn to tourism. The story of Route 66
has come full circle, with boosters once again appealing to tourists as they did in the
1920s. If they can bring people (and their money) back to Route 66, they can preserve the
inaccurate memory that defines them as a group and perpetuate the cycle.
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Conclusion
Collective memory is the way a group remembers its past, a phenomenon shaped
by the group’s values and goals. The details that detract from (or simply do not support)
those aims are trimmed away, leaving important parts of that past on the cutting room
floor of history. The group’s sense of identity depends on the continuity of their
established by their collective memory, so those most prevalently represented therein
reap most of its benefits. Recent conflicts over confederate monuments have revealed
gaps in the American collective memory of the Civil War, but this research shows that
there are similar omissions in even the most seemingly innocuous and trivial corners of
American culture. If there are histories that have been overlooked in the crafting of
Route 66’s collective memory, it stands to reason that there are similar flaws in the
public’s understanding of history in general. This acceptance of a version of the past and
its harmful exclusions allows systems of inequality to persist because it denies those not
represented access to the collective identity.
Route 66’s popular image was created and propagated by those with financial or
emotional ties to the highway. Its symbolism shifted to align with promotional goals,
meaning that not even the values the highway represented were constant. Advertising
campaigns, film, literature, and commemoration have shaped the public’s understanding
of the iconic highway, rejecting any historical details that did not conform to the desired
symbolism. The collective memory that was crafted through generations of promotional
curation fuels the on-going popular fascination with Route 66, but a lot of the overlooked
stories that have been swept away to create that selective image have been dutifully
recorded by professional historians. The National Register nominations used as sources
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for the more inclusive Route 66 history in this thesis contain stories from before the
highway’s designation and those that might detract from Route 66’s rosy image.78
The information found in the National Register nominations is accessible to the
public but would have to be intentionally sought out through tedious and often
complicated means. The discrepancy between the transmission of collective memory and
the accessibility of histories crafted by professionals is a major obstacle to correcting
problematic ideas about the past. Consumers are bombarded with advertisements daily
from countless sources, while books and movies have the advantage of titillating
narrative arcs and corporate funding. Why would a public who might not even know
there are oversights in their understanding of history seek out dense, dry primary sources
in archives that are difficult to navigate when plenty of people are more than willing to
deliver an entertaining and effortless version of history to them directly? Regardless of
how challenging it might be to compete with the polished collective memory that allows
defined groups to remain exclusive, it is imperative to do so. Omissions perpetuate
inequality.
Future commemoration and celebration of Route 66 should analyze the impact of
reducing the highway to a nostalgic abstraction and reflect its broader history. There are
several questions to possibly be considered. Is the motivation for preserving Route 66
structures ethical and just? What values are being supported by the celebration of a
simplified history of Route 66? Who does the homogenization of Route 66 into a single

78

Even these more complete accounts still leave out important parts of the past. This is discussed
in Chapter 3.
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tourist destination benefit (or harm)? How might preservation efforts include previously
overlooked historical elements like the ones included in this thesis? As the collective
memory is progressively refined to appeal to tourists, can it still claim ties to history?
People generally cling to their own remembered version of the past because of its
pivotal role in their collective identities, so correcting the false narratives so ubiquitous in
American culture is challenging. With every passing generation’s inability (or
unwillingness) to critically assess their present-centered, self-serving interpretation of the
past, collective memory becomes increasingly detached from the actual events being
remembered, further cementing the injustices met by those left out of it.
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